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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 24, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

THROUGH: JACK MARSH 

FROM: MAX FRIEDERSDORF /(£( _ 6 
SUBJECT: House Reactions/First Debate 

Attached are reactions from both Republicans and Democrats 
in the House to last night's debate. 



Bob Michel - Thought the President did very well. The 
Peoria paper called 74 people in a survey -- 54 respond-
ed. Sixteen people thought the President won the debate 
12 people thought Carter won - and 26 people felt it was a 
draw. Michel says this survey indicates that there is 
still a big undecided vote out in this neck of the woods. 
Michel was glad to see that the President finally got some 
national press on his program for tax reductions, holding 
the line on government spending, and the use of the veto. 
People talking to Michel said they were with the President 
on these points and there was no need for the President to 
apologize for his position on tax reductions, government 
spending, and the use of the veto. Said Carter rambled at 
first and picked up momentum in his Sl..l!Tu~ation. Overall he 
was very happy and pleased with the President's performance. 

Barber Conable - Thought debate went all right, but not 
thrilled by either performance. The President came off 
better than Carter. The President did well not to press 
harder on the issues than he did because the issue9 are 
with the President and he thought the President's general 
posture on the issues was a good one. Thought the Presi-
dent's summation was poor and cliche. Carter comes across 
as too glib and does not come across as well as the Presi-
dent. Suggests that the President work on his summation 
more. Says the President emerged as Gerald Ford and that 
is the right way to do it and not be somebody that he is 
not. He thought the President's statistical countering was 
good but somewhat dull. Says it appears that the general 
public and newspaper reaction is that the President clearly 
won. Says if Gerald Ford continues to be Gerald Ford he 
will continue to close the gap and can win this election 
with the issues in the President's favor. 

Sam Devine - President should look at the camera and not at 
the person asking the question when he responds - direct 
his eyes at the camera. Says President lacks the killer 
instinct and missed three or four opportunities to really 
give it to Carter. For example, when Carter said that the 
tax structure is a mess, full of loopholes for the wealthy 
and rich people of this country - the President should have 
hit Carter for taking full advantage of these loopholes in 
his own personal income tax returns. Felt the President 



took one hour and ten minutes to hit the Democratic-
controlled Congress which wrote the tax laws and created 
other economic problems. 

Guy Vander Jagt - Felt he was not the proper person to .• 
respond because of his bias and prejudice toward the Presi-
dent. Incensed that Carter does not know what he is talk-
ing about regarding taxes and tax structure. Felt the 
President totally overpowered Carter on the tax issue but 
feels that his reaction is not shared by others. Says all 
Carter has done on the tax issue is learn a few words and 
that's all. Talked to people back in his district and 
they felt the President did well. 

Al Quie - Felt President was clearly the winner in the 
first part of the debate and this was good first impression. 
Felt that the viewing public got the impression that the 
President knew his job and where he was going and where he 
wanted to go. Said Carter at first was ill at ease, rambled, 
and didn't know where he was going. Quie says that then 
Carter picked up steam as the debate went on. Quie felt the 
President should have hit the Democrat-controlled Congress 
much earlier, specifically on the energy question. Felt 
that the President did not show enough sympathy for the poor 
and unemployed. President should have stated what he had 
done and his programs for the poor and unemployed and how 
the Democrat-controlled Congress has thwarted his efforts. 
Feels the President should take a lot more credit than he 
does on education issues. Says President did OK and that 
Carter started out fuzzy and is going to have to stay on that 
track. 

John Murtha - President should look more at the camera and 
not the panel asking the questions. He felt the President 
showed confidence, mastery of the issues, and displayed 
leadership with confidence. He felt the cut-off or techni-
cal difficulties was very bad and made everything uncom-
fortable. The President in the debate established himself 
as able to run the government but he didn't think the debate 
changed any minds. He felt that the debate showed that 
Carter has a problem with the issues and that the President 
is doing the best job under some difficult circumstances. 
He felt the President had the edge and destroyed Carter's 
credibility when he spoke of the increase in jobs in state 
government when Carter was governor of Georgia. He felt 



Carter was more sincere in his closing statement and more 
interested in people. He felt an important point from 
the debate was that the President did not have to defend 
himself on a whole range of issues and Carter will have a 
difficult time explaining how he is going to cut defense 
spending in his district. Murtha feels that this was the 
toughest one of the debates since it involved the economy 
and domestic issues. He says from here on out it's down-
hill for Carter because he does not think he will be able 
to match the President on foreign policy. Murtha said 
that Carter looked at the camera and his final statement 
was very good. 
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Rep. Bill Armstrong - Thought that the debate went reasonably 
well. Strong point in the President's favor was that Carter 
came out clearly as the candidate advocating big spending, big 
programs and more big government. He felt the President's image 
was that of a leader trying to reduce the size of Government and 
reduce taxes. 

He felt the President missed an opportunity early in the debates 
to come out swinging against the Congress. By the time this issue 
was raised, he felt that most of the audience had tuned out the 
debate. 

Because of the recent publicity in PLAYBOY, he felt that Carter 
went into the debate as the underdog. He feels, therefore, that 
the debate helped Carter too as he was able to hold his own. 

Rep. Marjorie Holt - Carter did better than she had hoped he 
would. However, the President clearly came out more forcefully 
and more as a leader. She would have liked to have seen the 
President hit harder on the issues - be more on the offensive. 

Rep. John Wydler - The President won! Carter was not clear on 
any issues. He never answered any of the difficult questions. 
The President came across as a leader who knew what he wanted to 
say and said it. He was very pleased that the President made a 
statement that he would sign the tax bill. 

He felt that the hardest question that the President had to 
respond to was the question on the pardon. He would like to 
suggest in the future the President emphasize the difference 
between granting a blanket pardon and a pardon granted on an 
individual basis on merit. He should explain how he agonized 
over the Nixon pardon and how it too was judged on its merits 
and in retrospect history has shown that he was correct. 

Rep. Silvio Conte - He felt that the President should have been 
more aggressive. On the subject of tax loopholes, he said that 
the President should have brought out the fact that Carter took 
advantage of those loopholes. 

Congressman Conte said that the President let Carter get away 
with using the time to talk politics, making statements which 
were irrelevant to the questions. He said he didn't think the 
debate made that much difference. 



Jim Quillen - Believes that the President did a tremendous 
job and came out far ahead of Carter in the debate. 

Al Cederberg - Noted that he viewed the debate with 
Mrs. Ford in the White House and that he talked to the 
President following the event last night. Suggests that 
the President should be more aggressive and "rougher" on 
Carter. Stated the issue of the debate was clear -- Carter 
waffling around the Democratic platform, in essence calling 
for increased taxes along with increased federal expendi-
tures -- the President projecting his programs which would 
reduce taxes and reduce federal spending. 

Jack Edwards - Thought Carter and the President did a good 
job of putting the Democratic and Republican philosophies 
of government in perspective. Believes the President should 
have emphasized more that it is Congress who has failed in 
allowing a tax reduction/spending ceiling and an overall 
energy policy. Noted that he believed Carter did a better 
job of working into his answers political rhetorical com-
ments. Stated that overall public contacts made to him 
expressed a very good feeling with the President's appear-
ance. 

Bill Whitehurst - Felt that until the conclusion the Presi-
dent definitely had the upper hand in the debate. Commended 
the President for exposing Governor Carter's record in 
Georgia. On balance, feels the President came across better, 
however, suggests that he become more aggressive in his 
delivery and attacks on Carter. 

Clarence Brown - Believes the President did a good job, but 
the debate seemed dull and there was no real audience-holding 
power. Thinks many errors of fact were made by Carter as he 
addressed economic issues. Therefore, Bud suggests that the 
minority staff of the Joint Economic Committee review the 
transcript of the debate and issue a press release pointing 
out the errors in fact as advocated by Carter. Overall, it 
was his feeling the President came out on the positive side. 
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Bill Young - Saw the debate as being a "draw" between !U-• _f. 
!) "t· Carter and the President. It appeared that Carter was 

more relaxed and confident, but the President walked all 
over Carter on substance. Because the economy is the 
President's most vulnerable issue and Carter was not able 
to win this debate, believes the President is sitting in 
a very favorable position for the remainder of the debates 
as well as the campaign. 

Joe Waggonner - Was returning to Louisiana while the debate 
was being aired on TV and therefore was only able to hear 
about 45 minutes of the debate on radio. What he heard 
definitely was in the President's favor. It was his opinion 
that Carter manifested the fact that he doesn't have a grasp 
of our tax laws, the importance of a free enterprise system, 
and our current economic situation. Suggests that in forth-
coming debates the President may want to follow Carter's 
answers by simply stating "Governor Carter didn't answer the 
question" and then proceed to give specific details as to 
why. Again, thought the President handled himself very well 
but stated that in listening to the debate on radio the 
President's speech often seemed broken. 

Sonny Montgomery - The President was forceful and in charge. 
Believes that in the next several days Ford will be described 
as being the clear winner. However, the President's closing 
statement was not as good as Carter's. However, Carter gave 
his standard political speech used daily on the campaign 
trail. 



Rep. Albert Johnson - Thought the President did very well. 
Was impressed with the debates and was quite enthusiastic 
with the way he thought the President got through to the 
people tagging the Democrats as big spenders. 

As far as criticism goes, he felt the President could have 
been more forceful in his closing remarks. He was very 
pleased with the AP poll that came out last night after 
the debate. 

Rep. Harold Runnels - Thought the President did real well 
but please stop looking at questioners and look at the 
camera. 

Encourages the President to keep hitting Carter on the 
Georgia issues - increased employees, increases in bonded 
indebtedness, increases in budget, etc. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 24, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

THROUGH: JACK MARSH 

FROM: MAX FRIEDERSDORF /I/( r·, , ,,,vv < J 
I 

..__,,/ 

Attached are some Senatorial reactions to last night's 
debate. 

The House is in recess today and Republican leaders were 
difficult to reach Friday morning, but we expect House 
comments later in the day. 
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September 24, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: MAX FRIEDERSDORF 
. (I 

FROM: '1'.', 1_; . JOE JENCKES 
........ l,,;. i 

o""' I 

SUBJECT: The First Debate -- Senate Reactions 

Following are the reactions of selected Senators to the 
President's performance during the First Ford/Carter 
Debate (September 23, 1976}. These reactions were 
received between 9:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. this morning. 

GRIFFIN 1. "The President's closing statement was not 
a "ten strike." It should have been. It 
tended to be generally rambling and not well 
organized which was unfortunate in light of 
the advance notice of this golden opportunity." 

2. "Generally, the President was ahead 
throughout the debate -- particularly in 
the first 20 minutes which is most important. 
That is when the President won the debate." 

3. "In preparing for the next debate, carefully 
make a list of telling points that should be 
made regardless of what the questions are. The 
questions asked tend to be general and broad 
enough to allow a lot of flexibility so long 
as the question is answered." 

4. "Either candidate would have scored a lot of 
points last night if he had injected just a 
little humor somewhere in the proceedings 
particularly after the sound breakdown. Both 
were stiff and unreal in reacting to this 
situation." 

5. "DON'T let down or be too confident about 
the next debate. Carter will work harder and 
will be better organized. The President 
will be expected to do better on defense 
and foreign policy -- that offers great 
opportunity for Carter to pull an upset." 
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"The President had a definite edge. I thought 
Carter misquoted his record as Governor and 
the President scored points on Carter regarding 
Carter's veto record. Carter made mistake· 
in referring to the depression of the '40's." 

The Senator also stated that he did not 
believe that the President made the best 
use of time in his closing. Could have 
been prepared in advance. Should have 
been more forceful. The Senator feels 
that Carter beat the President on the 
closing. The President had no · "specific 
vision of future." 

"The President won on points. No knock-out 
for either side. The general format favors 
the President. The President's closing 
statement was not as good as other parts 
of debate." 

"It's clear that the President won 
the debate. I'm glad that it wasn't 
a real debate because in true debate the 
participants get involved in minutiae. 
The format being used allows the President 
to say what he wants to the American people." 

The Senator watched the debate with his 
children who are of college age. They 
felt the President had the edge. His 
daughter said she "liked" the President. 

The Senator felt the President came over 
with a Father image. In addition, the 
Senator believes that the President should 
not always be positioned on the right-hand 
side of the ~crgen. The left side is more 
dominant. We read and look from left to right. 

The Senator felt that the President was 
superior on substance. He also suggested 
that the President look at the camera instead 
of the questioner and that the President not 
wear a vest in one of the future debates. 
Believes that too many statistics were used 
by both participants last night. Said Carter's 
sentences were too long and rambling. 
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"The President was a clear winner. 
The President did a wonderful job. 
I think the President made Carter look 
irresponsible and total ly lacking in a knowledge 
of government. The President should have 
lambasted Carter a little more. It is 
essential that the President continue to 
put the heat on the fail u res .of Congress." /'~Jl ', i:; :,i, 
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SUMMATION 

Average Length of Question: 

Average Length of First Question: 

Average Length of Follow-Up Question: 

Average Length of Answers to First Question: 

Average Length of Answers to First Question (Ford) 

Average Length of Answers to First Question (Carter) 

Average Length of Answers to Follow-Up Question: 

Average Length of Answers to Follow-Up Question (Ford): 

Average Length of Answers to Follow-Up Question (Carter): 

Average Length of Rebuttal: 

Average Length of Rebuttal (Ford) 

Average Length of Rebuttal (Carter): 

I' 
\,., 

'. ? 

28 seconds 

36 seconds 

20 seconds 

2:31 

2:28 

2:33 

1:29 

1:28 

1:30 

2:04 

2:06 

2:02 
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CANDIDATE QUESTIONER QUESTION TIME RESPONSE TIME SUBJECT 

CARTER REYNOIDS :33 2:43 ENERGY 

CARI'ER REYNOIDS :06 1:43 MANDATORY RATE 
STRUCTURE 

FORD (R) 2:04 FIRST CCMP. 
ENERGY PRCGRAM 

FORD GANNON :32 2:33 UNEMPIDYMENT 
(CCMPENSATION) 

FORD GANNON :29 1:48 VETO .MONEY BILL 

CARI'ER (R) 2:00 VETOS 

CARTER DREW :28 3:05 TAX RELIEF 

CARIBR DREW :37 1:09 RAISE REVENUE 

FORD (R) 2:15 RAISE TAX ON 
MEDIUM INCCME 

FORD REYNOIDS 1:03 2:18 ANTI WASHINGTON 

FORD REYNOIDS :22 1:37 GEI' AI.DNG WITH 
CONGRESS 

CARIBR (R) 2:10 LEADERSHIP WITH 
CONGRESS 
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I CANDIDATE QUESTIONER QUESTION TIME RESPONSE TIME SUBJECT 

CARI'ER REYNOIDS :15 2:55 UNEMPWYMENT 

CARI'ER REYNOIDS :12 :55 UNEMPWYMENT 

FORD (R) 2:00 UNEMPWYMENT 

FORD GANNON :31 2:25 TAX COTS 

FORD GANNON :20 1:31 TAX BILL 

CARI'ER (R) 1:49 TAX BILL 

CARI'ER DREW :40 1:32 BALANCE BUDGET 

CARl'ER DREW :30 1:37 BUIX:EI' SURPWS 

FORD (R) 2:09 SURPLUS 

FORD REYNOIDS :48 2:07 PARCON & AMNESTY 

FORD REYNOIDS :12 :34 AMNESTY 

CARI'ER (R) 2:02 AMNESTY 

CARI'ER GANNON :31 2:33 RESHAPE GOVERNMENT 

CARI'ER GANNON :22 2:04 NUMBER OF GOVERNrfilN"'T 
EMPWYEES 

FORD (R) 2:01 GEORGIA GOVERNMENT 

FORD DREW :42 2:57 PAY FOR NEW PROSRAMS 

FORD DREW :15 1:48 RETURN SURPLUS 

CARrER (R) 2:11 NEGATIVE GROWI'H 
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CA,_1\lDIDATE QUESTIONER. QUESTION TIME RESPOcJSE TIME SUBJ.ECI' 

CARI'ER REYNOLDS :15 2:55 illIB-IPLOYMEN'T 

CARI'ER REYNOLDS :12 :55 UNEMPIDYI,IENT 

FORD (R) 2:00 UNIJ,IPLOYMENT 

FORD GANNON :31 2:25 TAX d.JTS 

FORD GANNON :20 1:31 TAX BILL 

CARI'El~ (R) 1:49 TAX BILL 

CARl'ER DRE1'1 :40 1:32 BALANCE Bur::GET 

CARTER DREW :30 1:37 BUffiE:I'SURPWS 

FORD (R) 2:09 SURPWS 

FORD REYNOLDS :48 2:07 PARDON & N'1NES'Y.i 

FORD REYNOLDS :12 :34 ~"'ESTY 

.Cl"\..RTER (R) 2:02 AMNESTY 

C..:z\RI'ER G.JlliNON :31 2:33 RESHAPE GOVERNYIENT 

CAf<l'ER GAl'mON :22 2:04 l\1UMBER OF GOVERL\!L•IBN'T 
EMPLOYEES 

FORD (R) 2:01 GEORGIA GOVE...~~1E:.\!T 

FORD DREW :42 2:57 PAY FOR NEW P~~vs 

FORD DREW :15 1:48 RETUTu.'\J SURPLUS 

Cl"\RI'ER (R) 2:11 NEGATIVE GROhTH 
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CA1~ IDATE QUESTIONER QUESTION TIME RESPONSE Til1IE SUBJJX'T 

Cl\RI'E...~ REYNOIDS :33 2: 43 ENER(;:{ 

Cl\.RI'ER REYNOIDS :06 1:43 MA1'.1DATORY RATE 
STRUCTURE 

FORD (R) 2:04 FIRST CQ.1P. 
EJ:l1ERGY PRCX;RAi.'1 

FORD GANNON :32 2:33 UNEMPLOYMEL'.1T 
(CO."IPENSATION) 

FORD GANNON :29 1:48 VETO .MONEY BILL 

~..RI'ER (R) 2:00 VETOS 

CARI'ER DREW :28 3:05 TAX RELIEF 

CARI'ER DREW :37 1:09 Rl'I.ISE REVENUE 

FORD (R) 2:15 RAISE TA.X ON 
MEDIID1 :tNC0:·1E 

FORD REYNOIDS 1:03 2:18 ANTI WASHINGTON 

FORD REYNO.IDS :22 1:37 GET AIDNG WITH 
CONGRESS 

C...RI'ER (R) 2:10 LEADERSHIP WITH 
CONGRESS 
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SUMMATION 

Average Length of Question: 

Average Length of First Question: 

Average Length of Follow-Up Question: 

Average Length of Answers to First Question: 

Average Length of Answers to First Question (Ford) 

Average Length of Answers to First Question (Carter) 

Average Length of Answers to Follow-Up Question: 

Average Length of Answers to Follow-Up Question (Ford): 

Average Length of Answers to Follow-Up Question (Carter): 

Average Length-of Rebuttal: 

Average Length of Rebuttal (Ford) 

Average Length of Rebuttal (Carter): 
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28 seconds 

36 seconds 

20 seconds 

2:31 

2:28 

2:33 

1:29 

1:28 

1:30 

2:04 

2:06 

2:02 
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CJ\"\JDIDATE QlJESTIOtJER QUESTION TIME RESPONSE TIME SUBJECT 

CARI'&~ REYNOIDS :15 2:55 ffi..'El•IPLOYMENT 

CARrER REYNOIDS :12 :55 UNE1-IPLOYMEN'I' 

FORD (R) 2:00 UNEMPLOYMENT 

FORD GANNON :31 2:25 TAX ClJ""TS 

FORD GANNON :20 1:31 TAX BILL . 

CARTE..~ {R) 1:49 TAX BILL 

CARI'ER DREW :40 1:32 BALAL'JCE Bur:x:;ET 

CARTER DREW :30 1:37 BUIXEr SURPWS 

FORD (R) 2:09 SUP-PLUS 

FORD REYNOIDS :48 2:07 PAPJX)N & l\MNESTY 

FOPD REYNOIDS :12 :34 AMNESTY 

CAR..T'ER (R) 2:02 AMNESTY 

CARI'ER GANNON :31 2:33 RESHAPE GOVR~~lEL\1T 

CARrER GANNON :22 2:04 t.!1.11-IBER OF GOVER!.\l?,filN'T 
EMPLOYEES 

FORD (R) 2:01 GEORGIA GOVERN;:,,IE:.\IT 

FORD DREW :42 2:57 PAY FOR :r-..1EW PR.,"GR.~MS 

FORD DREW :15 1:48 RETURL\I SURPLUS 

CARTER (R) 2:11 NEG.l\TIVE GRQldTii 
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0-'\1\1D IDA.TE QUESTIO~TER QUESTION TTI-1E RESPONSE TIME SUBJECT 

CARTE...-q_ REYNOLDS :33 2:43 ENERGY 

CARI'ER REYNOIDS :06 1:43 .MANDATORY RATE 
STRUCTURE 

FORD (R} 2:04 FIRST C0:,,1P. 
ENERGY PRCX;RAl.'1 

FORD GANNON :32 2:33 UNEMPIDYMENT 
( CO:,,lPENSATION} 

FORD GANNON :29 1:48 VETO NQ'\JEY BILL 

CARTER (R) 2:00 VETOS 

CARTER DREW :28 3:05 TAX RELIEF 

CARIER DREW :37 1:09 RAISE REVENUE 

FORD (R) 2:15 RAISE TAX ON 
:MEDIUM INCc.t-IB 

FORD REYNOLDS 1:03 2:18 ANTI WASHINGTON' 

FORD REYNOIDS :22 1:37 GET ALO~G WITH 
CONGRESS 

CARI'ER (R} 2:10 LEADERSHIP WITH 
CONGRESS 
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SUMMATION 

Average Length of Question: 

Average Length of First Question: 

Average Length of Follow-Up Question: 

Average Length of Answers to First Question: 

Average Length of Answers to First Question (Ford) 

Average Length of Answers to First Question (Carter) 

Average Length of Answers to Follow-Up Question: 

Average Length of Answers to Follow-Up Question (Ford): 

Average Length of Answers to Follow-Up Question (Carter): 

Average Length - of Rebuttal: 

Average Length of Rebuttal (Ford) 

Average Length of Rebuttal (Carter): 

28 seconds 

36 seconds 

20 seconds 

2:31 

2:28 

2:33 

1:29 

1:28 

1:30 

2:04 

2:06 
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October 8 , 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

FROM: WAY!;l.1E H. VALIS {;J'-1 C.-- '-t, 

Dr. Gerald Goldhaber has done an analysis of the first 
debate based on body language and the way in which both 
candidates conducted themselves . He sent me the enclosed 
study and le~ter, both of which are very interesting. I 
believe that the results of thi3 first debate tend to 
contrast wi"!:h -the President's performance in the second. 



,TE 'ATIONAL COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION 
blishers o f the Journal of Communication 

ERALD M. GOLDHABER, PH. D., Director, !CA Communication Audit 
'partment of Communication 
1re University of New York at Buffa lo 
rffalo, Jv·ew York 14226 (716) 831-1608 

:.''oyne '!alis 
? resid~~t ?crd CorrL~jttee 
1822 L ~,~ . ' J . \ ' 
\·Jashington, D.C. 20036 

Dear Mr . Valis: 

Publishers o f Human Communication Research 

Oct. u, 1976 

Enclosed is a copy of t he report our research team ha s completed 
on the communication behavior of Ford/Carter during the first 
debate . ~e hone it helus the President and we intend to do this 
a.gain for all ~hree deb~tes . As you can tell from the conclusions , 
the President is most effective when he: 

1. speaks about 133 WF~ 
2. looks directly at the camera or Carter 
J . maintains relaxed but erect posture 
4. speaks forcefully and concisely 
5. avoids long complicated statistics and short, unexplained 

examnles 
6. references himself as "the President" 
7. remains generally calm 
8. avoids frovms 

He tends to l ose effectiveness and become nonfluent when he: 

1. slows ~own to 100-125 WPM 
2. frowns 
J. uses long statistics or short examples 
4 . looks too often at the panel 

Our report also references Carter's behavior and we refer you to 
it for its conclusions. Feel free to call on us for any further 
explanation or assistance. Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Gera ld M. Goldhaber, Ph . J . 
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1-.fter mar,y combined hours of analysis, professors Gerald M. 
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Goldhaber 

::.,,c. J e::-r:.~ F. ?rye toget.her wit~ research ?1:ic:-,2.el Yates, all from 

u/5 1 s ~epart ment of Corr;munication and graduate st~de~ts Kathy Crens , Laura 

fa1.nter , J..rnolci Hoop, and Sue Green of U/B 1 s Center fo::- SJ:,udies of Cultural 

TraEs::-,ission have disco·-rered rnajor verbal anci. nonverbal communication 

di...fferences between the candidates in the first Ford/Carter debate. The 

research was based on an analysis of 2,16h specific nonverbal behaviors 

and 405 verbal references found in the 10,705 word transcript. The researchers 

~ound dif~erences in eye gaze, ~outh expression, shoulder and head movements, 

speech rate, non-fluences, use of specific supporting naterials, and character 

references. 

Since most viewers in national surveys conducted after the first debate 

were unable to identify specific reasons why Ford or Carter "won," the· researchers' 

data may provide useful clues for the study of candidate image in the remaining 

ciebates. The findings were based on an analysis of the ,-rritten transcript and 

video-tapes o.f the first debate. Among the rna.jo!' findin°gs: ( 1) Ford was more 

fluent than Carter as measured by the number of non-fluences per minute; (2) Carter 

was more expressive than Ford as measured by the number of head, eye, and mouth 

move~ents; on the other hand, Ford's shift in body position was more frequent than 

Carter's; (3) Carter spoke about 20% faster than Ford (Carter's deliverf rate 

ap?roacheci the rate of American disc jockeys) (4) Carter was more specific than 

Fore. Carter used longer and nore detailed exa~ples and statistical material 

mo!'e frequently; and (5) Ford had more than 4 ti~es as many character building 

referen ces (e.g., "As President, I r eco:r:.mended . . . 11 ) than Carter (e. g., "As 

Governor , I ... ") . These were designed to enta~ce Fo~d ' s presidential jmage. 



Goldhaber, Fr ye, and Yates concl,.1de that thetr research i s lar gely 

descript i ve, but that it should provide a use~ul f ounda t io~ f or their suosequeQt 

a nal;;.~sis of the second and t hi rd presidential debates . Goldha":)er, Fr ye, and 

Yat~s suggest t hat "as you 1.riew the 2nd anci 3r d deb2.tes, watch for8 the f ollowing: 

1. Who s r.ri.les mos t of ten (Ford or Carter ) ? 

2 . Hho l ooks mor e directl y a t you., the te levisi~:1 viewer? 

J . Who spoke fas t er? 

4. Who spoke more fluently? 

5. Who w~s more specific ? 

6. Who used more image building self references? 

These answers may provide a useful index of who made the oest television 

impression in the debates in terms of the candidates' composure, debate strategy, 

and dynamism--i~ short, his i mage as perceived ~y the American voter." 



~~re Gaz e . Carter h2.d i:;OTS ey·e r:- o ve::1ent the.:1 Ford, s hi~t~ng his ga.ze 

almost h ti8es as ~~ch as Ferd. While Carter spent the ~2jority of his 

time switching his gaze fro~ the TV camera to the podium and back to the 

TV camera, Ford maintained eye contact with the panel of questicners (Ford 

did this almost 95% of the time). Carter looked at the panelists more 

frequently, but for shorter periods of time (Carter averaged 6 seconds per 

gaze and Ford averaged 32 seconds per gaze), whereas Ford tended to maintain 

eye contact 1,ith the panelists and, particalarly during the first half of 

the debate, virtually ignored the TV camera! Neither candidate looked at 

his opponent ~bile speaking. As the debate progressed, Carter looked down 

at his po~ium much less and he seemed more relaxed, decreasing nervous shifts 

from TV camera to panelists. 



TABLE 1 

DIRECTION OF EYE GAZE 

PRES I Ii:lENT FORD GOVER NOR CARTER 

J Y.E Gi\?,E i'CJ BER o:r,• AVE . LlENG'rl[ % OP 1r O'rAL NUMBER .OF /\.VE. LP,NG'P lI % OP '1:0 TAL 
DI REC'rION J~;y;~ Gl~ZT~~:; OP GAZE ( SEC. ) SPEAKING 'T' TM i:;; EYE GAZES OP GAZE ( r;;E C .) SfEi\F<:IN:-; '}1 H'.l•; 

1rV CAk.EFrn J6 6 se c. 10,5/o SJ 6 sec. 25. 81 

PAN.SL 54 32 se c. 88 . 9% 153 6 sec. l.~8 . G ;? 

OPFONIEN':r 1 1 sec. 1 i • , o 2 1 sec . • 1 i 

PODIUl'J: 6 1 sec. , 5% 138 3 sec . 21 . o~-~ 

C¾lLHfG 0 0 0 15 6 sec . L~ u 5·~ 

'COTAL 97 100% 391 100 ,~ 



., .-~10', 

Head. Neither .cano.idate moved their h:'!acis r.mch, although Ford frequently 

made slight head movements (tilted to left 2.bout 25% of speaking time). As 

the debate progressed, head movements (tilted left) increased in frequency for 

?ord. Ce.r-;:,e:- tended to move his head fo:n.;-arci slightly as he spoke. Carter 1 
s 

head movements paralleled closely his eye gazes toward podium. Random head 

movements as descri bed here are generally associated with ... 
nervousness of the 

speaker. 

..... -



HEAD 
P0Sfl'I0N 

LEVEL 

TILT 
LEFT' 

~:IL'I' 
RIGHT 

'l1 II/J: 
l3ACK 

11Irn: 
FQWiARD 

' i 

TOTAL 

TABLE 2 
..., 
·>-

HEAD MOVEMENT 
'· 't . ,</ 

'-.'.. r ,\ \..,:., 
_.,_.,,.. 

PRESIDENT FORD 
, 

NUM BER OF 
l :o vm'J<;NTS 

76 

45 

21 

0 

9 

151 

A VE. LENGTH OF % OF '1101rAL NUMBER OF 
MOVEMENTS (SEC. ) SPEAKING TIME MOVEMEN'11S 

18 sec. 71.2% 186 

9 sec. 22.4% 12 

Li, sec, 4 I 7% 9 

0 0 0 

Li, sec. 1.7% 

100% 

GOVERNOR CARTER 

A VE, LENGTH OP ,:'a or '1.'O'111\L 
MOVEMEwrs ( SEC.) SFEAl~ n;G TIYE 

8 sec. 

L' 
:J sec. 

7 sec. 

0 

.5 sec, 

., 77. 1. 1, 

3. 1 i 

J 1:•/, 
• _,I' /0 

0 

16 ,., ,1 
1 :) i CI 

100"1i 



Mouth. For the r.iost part both candidates -;;e:;:-e expressionless and solemn 

daring the debate, Ford being the more sole~n . Fo:;:-d s~iled only 8 times. Carter 

sr.iiled 1core than Ford, but the majority cf Carter's smiles were slight and 

brie: (lasting only 3 seconds) and only 10 times did Carter exhibit his familiar 

broad srcile. Carter smled 2 to 3 times more fre~uently as the debate p:;:-ogressed 

as conpared to the beginning of the debate. As Carter became more comfortable and 

nore relaxed he s~aled nore often. C t , · ar er s increase in smiles were accompani,ed 
\,,.__./ 

by im?roved speech fluency, fewer eye shifts to~ard the podium, and a decrease 

in s.oeech rate. Th" ·' t d is evioence ens to support the public's perception that 

Carter progressively became more relaxed as the debate progressed. 



TABLE 3 

MOUTH EXPRESSION 

PRESIDEN'f FORD 
I' 

l'/i OUTH FUl'iBER OP AVE. LENGTH OF 
SXPRESSION ~~PRESSIONS EXPRESSION(SEC.) 

NO 
EXPrrn:;sroN 

;JR OAD 
;:3 i',1I LE 

I!;ILD 
SI'-'lI LE 

F:\ OWN 

PRESS&LICK 
LIPS 

0 

8 

J 

33 

100 

JO sec. 

0 

2 sec. 
I' 

2 sec. 

2 -sec. 

GOVERNOR CARTER 

% OF TOTAL NUMBER OF AVE, LENGTH OF /0 OF rpos'AL 
SPE.!\l<ING rl1IME EXPPESSIONS EXPRESSION (Sf~G.) SFEJ\FING rpn,~E 

170 9 SGC , 79, 8''.0 

0 10 4 sec. 

,9% 49 3 sec. 6 . 9% 

y~ • 10 13 3 sec, 1. 8,1 

,~ .• 0% 86 2 sec . 0 ?'la ,,/ . :) 

100% J28 1000 



Up?er Body H.cvement. Fora had 3 times more U?per body move~ent than 

Carter, whose shoulders were almost always level. Apparently, Ford, woo 

r..aintained almost ccnstant head, eye, and mouth moven:ents throughout the 

1 
I 

majority of the debate, found it necessary to relieve some tension by shifting J 

h~s boey ~eight frc~ one foot to the other. Carter, with his slighter body I 
build, shifted his body weight less frequently . l 



TABLE 4 

UPPER BODY MOVEMENT 

PRE SIDENT FORD GOVERNOR CART 

DIBEcrr ION Nvr1.:mrn OF AVE, LENGTH .') 1t 
I OP TO'rAL NUMDEH OP AVE, LENG1rH ,71n OF ff1 0 Tl\ J. , 

OF \ViOV l~!V.ENT l\iOVT•;f•·.1EWr~_; OF ' MOVEMEN~1 SPf;;AKING rr1 I ME MOVEMENTS OP1· MO VEMENT SPEAK THG rrPn 

EHECT 123 E3 GOC, L~ 5 • 3% J? J+9 s ec, C)0 , 01 

LEP,N 88 6 26. 1% 25 3 L~, Oi LEP.'11 sec, sec. 

LEAN ~-8 5 11~6% 29 L~ 6 . o;r RIGHT sec, sec, 

LEAN L1,J 5 11,2% 0 0 0 FOfUJARD sec, 

J,EAN 22 5 5. 810 0 0 0 B~'\.CKVJARD sec. 

TOTAL J24 100% 91 1001 



Speech Rate~ The average speaking rate of most Americans ra~ges from 

125 to 150 wpm (words per winute). ThroughoQt the first debate Carter maintained 

a 161.i wpr.:i average speaking rate compared with Ford's slower rate of 133 wpm. Ford's 

speech rate ..;as higher at, the beginning and end of the debate and lower (127 wpm) 

' ~e spoi-.:e 

at the beginning of the debate, sometimes exceed::ng 200 wpm (faster than many 

disc jockeys), at the beginning o6 the debate where he was less fluent and appeared 

more nervous. Apparently, Ford slows down where Carter speaks faster when they 

become less fluent during high anxiety or nervousness. 
/ -·-· 

.. 

i 
l 
j 

1 
l 



NUMBER 
OP iiJ ORDS 

T01I'AL 
SPEAKING TH'iT:: 

V-JORDS PER 
r>',I?\UTE 

PRESIDENT FORD 

L~ 302 

32 min. 53 sec. 

133 

TABLE .5 

SPEAKING RATE 

I.°'' 
GOVERNOR CARTER 

32 min. J6 sec. 

164 



iJon-flue~cies. Ron-fluencies are those breaks or su~stitutions which 

interr:1;::t the nor-:n:11 speech flow (e.g., repetitio::, tongue slips, er, ah, un). 

Garter :had 3 tir.:'3S :aore such non-fluencies tha:i. ?ord ( averc1ging about 9 n~n-fluenci.es 

per ;;-i.inute comp2..red with Ford's 3½ non-fluencie2 per minute). Most of ?ord I s 

r:c;~-~luencies ":•:e!"c of the tt er, ah, -:..:mn va:-iet~r 1-1!1=-.le Carter rs s;Jesch ::-eflected 2. 

variety of non-fluency types. Again, the evice~ce supports the general impression 

th2t Carter was more a:lX.iou.s and tense at the begi,,ning ..,and tended to relax as the 

de~ate progressed because Carter had ~ore non-:luencies at the begining, less in the 

middle, and even less to-,,.rard,. the end. 

f ''I) 

<'.- •• 



NUl\'iDER OF 
NONFLUENC I ES 

HN1:J~ OF 
I{ONFLUENCIE \: 

,. 
PRESIDEN'.11 FORD 

123 

J,7 per minu 

NONFLUENCIES 

GOVERNOR C/\.RTER 

28J 

8.6 per min. 



- I. 

Sup?or ting J-1aterials . Supp orting m2teri2ls a r e t hose spe cific fo r ms of 

evidence or explanatio:-i v:hich hel p a s peaker clarify or support a given 

I 

t ihen Forci turned t o supporting ma:::.e r ial s he us ed statistics 53% of the t i ne . 

Although Carter relied on statistics more frequently (Carter used 52 statistica l 

refere2ces t o Ford 's 38), he typically used fe-..er 1-.ords than Ford to describe them. 

This means that Ford used 8ore wo!'ds to describe his statistics than Carter, a 

1 

technique that typically decreases the effectiver:ess of statistics presented orally. 

Carter used examples more often than Ford (Carter used 53 references a~d Ford used 

26) and provided more details in his illustrations. Apparently, Carter attempted 

to defuse the charge that he was fuzzy on the issues by his detailed explanations. 

Carter also cited CTore authorities than ?ord and neither candidate used many 

comparisions (Carter used 6 comparisons and Ford used only 1 comparison) • 

.. 



TABLE 7 

USE OF SUPPORTING NIATERIALS 

PRESIDENT FORD GOVERNOR CARTE'7 

TYPE OF NUMBER OF % OF TOTAL ELAPSED NUMBER OF :to OF T0'11AL EI.1\ PSED 
SUPPOR'l1 REFERENCES REFERENCES ; /r IlVIE ___ REFERENCES REFERENCES TI I':!E 

STAT I STICS 38 52.8% 8 min. 52 '-l-1,97.0 5 min. 

EXJ1.i\'~PJ_J~S 26 36. 1% 4 min, 53 4,2, 7% 10 min. 

AU'.l"HORITY 7 9, 7;~ ');\,. 
'·~ min. 13 10,5% 3c1-·.l min. 

COCiPAfUSON 1 1 , Li,;1o 6 se c, 6 Lj., 9;'0 1 min. 

TDTAL 72 1oo;t 11.1,:} min , 124 1, 00)& 19' · . .: min. 



PRESIDENT FORD ,. 

OBJEC 1r OF' NU~rnER OF % OF rrOTAL 
:\ i•i; r,' Lt~ r:~ .! l~ :,r c ;-~: rlEPl~;RENCE:., IU~FERENCES 

0~~Lr' 56 49. 1,1n 

OPFOE~l';rr 22 19.11o 

OTHER..3 J6 Jl,6;& 

110TJ\.L 11L1-· .. 100% 

TABLE 8 

CHARACTER REFERENCES 

ELAPSED 
,TH11:i: 

9 min. 

2} min. 

5i- min, 

17 min. 

~,;--1 ~\I- •. !) 
,p' . -,<' 

0 
.::0 

\;;, 

NUMBEH or 
REPEl~RNCES 

15 

J2 

L1,8 

95 

GOVER:!OR CARTSR 

it OP rrOTAL 
Ff~Ji'ET~ENC; r:s 

J 3 . . lo 

100,:'0 

,. 

EI,i\I'~;ED 
rr:r1n: 

J min . 

,.., 1 . 
J·.o; min . 

5 rnin . 

11} min , 



·\ 
Character References. Both candidates atte~pted to present themselves in a 

positive ~!.2.~~~r and their opponent in a negative P..2.nner. Ford used more than h 

tines as many image-builcing self references ( 11 in the Oval Office ••. as President 

I recom.:!lended 11 ) than Carter and talked about hit1self for 9 minutes either 

self referen-::es ( 11 as Governor, I • • . or I' ·,e been a nuclear engineer" ) • Ford 

spent more than 2.5% of his debate time apparently attempting to build his presidential 

im2.ge. Although Carter used more words on the average than Ford to build his self-

image, he did this less frequently. Carter attacked Ford more frequently (Carter 

spent 3½ minutes attacking Ford; Ford spent 2½ minutes attacking Carter) than Ford 

attacked Carter. For example, at one point, Carter stated that "Yir Ford has not 

accomplished one single major program for this cou:itry. 11 And Ford attacked by 

saying, 11 Governor Carter skims over a ver-;- serio'.15 and a very broad subject (energy). 11 

Both candidates ma.de ample referen~es, both positively and negatively, to other 

parties. Ford spent ~uch time, (about 5 minutes) berating Congress, the Democratic 

platfor:n, and President !~i.xon, while lauding the efforts of government agencies. 

Carter used the same amount of time to attack the federa~ bureaucracy, the 

Republican Party, and President Nixon, while he praised the efforts of forner 

Presidents Kennedy and Johnson. 

• .. 



MEMORANDUM TO MIKE DUVALL 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

ROB QUARTEL 

DEBATE COMMENTS 

October ~, 1976 

You have probably already had the following points brought 
to your attention by other persons, but I thought it 
would be useful to do some reinforcing. 

1. Over the last several weeks, Carter's foreign affairs 
expertise has been somewhat denigrated, if only 
incidental to the prevailing view that foreign policy 
and defense were the President's strong suits . 

Any dummy can sound good on foreign policy--witness 
the wide discussion of foreign policy on a daily basis 
by the general public. Carter is no durrnny, nor is 
he unschooled in foreign policy and defense, given 
his experience on the Trilateral Commission. 

Given the above , it seems apparent to me that Carter 
will be attempting to score points not on the substance 
of what he says versus current Administration policy, 
but rather through a demonstration that he is conversant 
in the themes and g·eriera1 politics of foreign policy 
and defense. 

Unless he is a complete idiot, he should well be able to 
do just that. The net result will be a situation 
analogous to that which happened in the first debate, 
where the President gained not necessarily through 
his expertise in the subject of economics, but rather 
through the fact that he was able to discuss the subject 
at all. 

Therefore, it seems imperative that the President not 
onl disa ree stron 1 with Carter on a number of oints, 
but that he prove conclusive y that Carters analysis 
is shallow and downright incorrect. 

2. Carter is obviously going to try to out-conservative 
the President; while, at the same time, attempting 
to mollify the left with a token defense cut of $5-7 
billion. 

There are two points about the $5-7 billion defense 
cut that Carter has proposed that I want to make at 
once: 

a. That small of a cut doesn't scare anyone but the 
the most ardent defense fans. It is a perfectly reasonable 
number, when compared to the overall federal budget 
and when tied to Carter's rationale that he will "cut 
the fat" out of the budget. 
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b. Carter has based his budget on the Brookings 
defense budget projections, which start from 
a base $5-7 billion: behind the Administration 
budget, but continue on a parallel course over 
the next several years. 

The obvious point, again, is that Carter is just 
making a token cut. 

The President should be prepared to show exactly 
where his own "overhead" cuts have occurred; and 
he should be prepared to come back with a precise 
number of dollars that would be saved in the 
budget by, for example, cutting out half of the 
flag rank officers (an absurd illustration , of 
course, but that's the point). My guess is that 
you couldn't pick up a single billion dollars 
that way. 

3. The Jewish/Israel question is going to be a problem 
area. Over the last several days, I have heard from 
a number of persons representing a wide spectrum 
of opinion in the Jewish community, that are unhappy 
with the President's actions with regard to Israel. 

The general view seems to be that the U.S. and 
Kissinger in particular, are pushing Israel along 
in lockstep fashion, for U.S. ends, not those of 
Israel. 

Carter is bound to raise this issue and take a strong 
stand because of his needs in New York. 

4. If I were Carter, I would find a way to show that 
maintaining Earl Butz, after his racial slurs, is 
inconsistent with the Administrations' expressed 
actions in Africa . (Witness the Scranton interview this morning.) 

One caution here is that Carter may try to pull the 
President far out enough here to trigger some reactions 
in the South, if he "defends" his African actions. 

Finally , two tactical points : 

5. The President has to be aggressive, not defensive , in 
expounding his foreign policy and defense programs. 
He should tell his hopes and desires for a peaceful 
solution to the world's problems over the next Administration. 

6. The President should try to keep Carter over on Defense, 
not foreign policy. Defense is Carter's most vulnerable 

XC: 

area. 

Teeter 
Slight 




